Electronic Invoicing
Service
PAPERLESS connect

Paperless Connect
A Cutting-edge Invoice Management
Service

If you are looking to optimize your
invoice management, Paperless Connect
can help you save time, cut costs
and ensure compliance thanks to
its automated, secure and reliable
platform.
The Paperless Connect service offers
you the required electronic interface
for an organized and integrated
communication with your partners,
while securing the electronic invoices’ delivery to your customers
and providing you with a reliable and
precise delivery report.

Key benefits
Through Paperless Connect you will gain
\\
Considerable Cost Savings: from an average cost of 4€ to
7€ per paper invoice versus less than 1€ per electronic invoice,
achieved thanks to:
`` Eliminated costs arising from consumables, print outs, paper
envelopes, postage or courier costs
`` Improved productivity by getting rid of all time lost on
telephone calls made to ensure that customers have received
your invoices
`` Reducing the time needed for issuing an invoice: 5 to 14
minutes for the traditional invoice as opposed to only 1 minute
for an electronic invoice
`` Improved cash flow due to faster balance agreement

\\
Additional Business Prestige, by:
`` Providing an updated and modern means of communication
with your partners
`` Joining the fastest developing network of companies that use
Electronic Invoicing in Greece and abroad
`` Enhancing your company’s Corporate Social Responsibility
strategy through the implementation of environment-friendly/
green practices

\\
Greater Visibility and Control, thanks to the use of
features which are not available in traditional invoicing, such as
direct and guaranteed delivery to the customer, better invoicing

control and automatic invoice input.

\\
Compliance Facilitation, such as faster update of monthly
invoicing reports or electronic invoicing tax & legal compliance.

Electronic Invoicing: the Smart Way!

An integrated approach
\\
Legal and Tax Compliance
\\
Automated and secure invoice delivery
within a safe and monitored interface

\\
Automated exchange of attached
documents too, without manual interference

\\
Integrated Business rules & processes
(such as automatic connection of related documents
etc.)

\\
Automatic reception of incoming
electronic invoices with END2END
AUTOMATION. Paperless Connect offers an
integrated approach for the automatic reception
of electronic invoices from your suppliers, for their
automated input in your ERP/accounting systems,
i-Connect, and for their automatic electronic archiving,
Archiving Connect.

Electronic Invoicing: the Smart Way!

Leading - Innovation
\\
A Pioneer Online Community, facilitating
networking amongst businesses that already use
electronic invoicing, where peers and thought leaders
can share insights and best practices with value-added
business partners

\\
Innovative social networking tools to use
with your partners: the Service allows you to easily
find customers who already receive electronic invoices and
to easily invite them to connect with you and receive your
invoices electronically.

Electronic Invoicing: the Smart Way!

Leading - Innovation
\\
Full transaction history: full sender & recipient
history per invoice

\\
Automated invoice delivery status updates
and reports

Convenience
\\
User-friendly interface
\\
Easy to use application for your customers:
not only is it free, but they also have easy access to their
suppliers’ invoices for the past 2 months, and the only thing
required is an Internet connection

Advantages
Why Paperless Connect?
\\
Join the fastest developing network of
Businesses that use Electronic Invoicing in Greece
and abroad

\\
State-of-the-art support throughout
implementation while ensuring legal and tax compliance
of all current & future requirements

\\
Reduced Risk thanks to the security provided
by our fully tested, award-winning and accredited solution

Τechnical characteristics
Technological Superiority
\\
Complete, secure service certified by ISO 27001
(the most important certification for the secure transmission of
documents)

\\
Works independently of the technological
infrastructure (ERP, accounts package, taxation
mechanism)

\\
Ensures the tax compliance of invoices
sent and/or received electronically, thus providing
a lawful electronic invoicing procedure

\\
No infrastructure investment required by
the sender and/or receiver. All you need is an Internet
connection.

\\
Constant Sender and Receiver verification, with
multiple encryptions and continuous quality controls at all stages

\\
State-of-the-art hosting infrastructure
with 99,95% guaranteed availability – data center Unisystems

\\
Phased or once-off deployment for some or all
customers or suppliers

\\
Easy, direct and fast implementation of the service

Customers
Some of the companies that already use the service

Testimonials
Some of our cooperators share their experience
using Paperless Connect

We chose Information Systems Impact because it offers an integrated solution for electronic invoice
issuing which covers all our needs for electronic invoice issuing and sending to all our customers, even those
abroad. The solution for electronic issuing and sending of invoices offered by Information Systems Impact is
flexible, user friendly and absolutely compatible with the Greek Legislation regarding electronic invoicing.
Accounts Department, Athens International Airport S.A.

Testimonials
Some of our cooperators share their experience
using Paperless Connect

This organized and integrated solution of Information Systems Impact for the electronic invoicing
service and the automatic invoice data input has helped us save significant time and gave us the ability
to check the information directly and reliably. Moreover, taking advantage of the safe platform for the
sending of electronic invoices to franchisees of our group and the reduction of operating costs during the
whole procedure led our company ΑΒ VASILOPOULOS further embrace Paperless@connect, stating clearly
that: “ Information Systems Impact has definitely created a complete, organized solution, friendly to the
user and the environment, both of them characteristics of great importance for the social responsibility AB.
VASILOPOULOS aims for!
Mr. Karidakis Manolis, Accounting & Tax Director, ΑΒ VASILOPOULOS S.A.
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